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Background 
Founded in late 2017, Intrepid started with the mission of applying new manufacturing methods and 

technologies to customer use cases to enable a faster, cheaper and more JIT and digital a manufacturing 

flow to be realized. Intrepid believes this will enable significant cost and time savings across a supply chain 

for OEMs, allow a faster time to market and empower more optimal designs to be realized.  

We believe these technologies in aggregate, applied to a Hybrid IC approach will future proof the IC industry 

as methods like generative design, customization, topology optimization and 3D metal printing become 

more mainstream in the very industries we serve (e.g. aerospace, automotive, medical). 

At Intrepid, we are focusing on the following core disruption areas: 

1. New 3D Printing Technologies – speed, quality, cost, consistency “no snowflakes” 

2. Material Innovations – “castability of wax, with the handleability of resin” 

3. Automation of Processes – Removing humans to make consistent parts with lower cost overhead. 

4. Control and Auditability though Industrial Internet of Things (IIOT) – Create a data trail for part 

auditability and use data to optimize downstream process steps.  

 

This paper aims to go over these disruptions at a high level, share some of our learnings and open up the 

discussion to the wider Investment Casting community.  

The Elephant in the room! Metal Printing 
Why 3D Printing and Investment Casting? Why not just metal print the parts directly? 

A large marketing push is focused on 3D printed metal 

today. I won’t re-iterate here, but refer to the fantastic 

body of work by Tom Mueller in the past analyzing the 

costs per part for metal printing vs a Hybrid IC approach. 

(Mueller, web.investmentcasting.org, 2017) 

But to touch on a number of key points: 

• Speed – very slow process 

• Scalability – very expensive 

• Cost per part – powder costs are orders of magnitude 

higher than standard casting ingots 

• Post Processing / Support Removal (see Figure 1) 

• Material selection is limited vs Investment Casting 

• Directional Solidification and Super-Alloys are not yet 

possible. 

• Safety / Powder Handling / Facility Requirements 

Figure 1. Metal Print + Support  

SOURCE: Materialize 
no copyright infringement is intended 
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Most importantly, the realization that final part properties can vary vs castings and failure modes are 

difficult to spot.  

What does this mean? Short answer is RISK: 

In the orthopedic implant market, insurance companies such as Blue Cross Blue Shield are setting policies 

of non-coverage for direct 3d printed implants due to the early stage of the technology. (Refer to Section 

520(b) of the Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act). Further details with examples are outlined in (Blue Cross Blue 

Shield, 2019) 

In conclusion, metal printing is an amazing new technology but has many obstacles to overcome in order 

to displace standard or Hybrid IC methods for anything but extremely low volume production or 

prototyping. Medical, Aerospace and Automotive are all interesting areas for use, but until more direct 

metal printed parts are produced and tested in real world use cases, the risks remain extreme. 

Hybrid IC Today 
Please see the fantastic article series from 

the ICI’s INCAST magazine by Tom Mueller 

from March, April and June of 2017 

(Mueller, A Comparison of 3D Printing 

Technologies Used to Make Investment 

Casting Patterns, 2017) for a detailed 

comparison of printed pattern technologies 

today, their pros / cons and costs. 

New 3D Printing Technologies 
As far as analogies go, I like to compare 3D 

printing to that of single vs multi-core 

processors: Initially, having a single 

“processor” was hugely novel. It allowed 

fundamentally new ways of controlling 

things and processing data, then, as time 

went on, faster and faster CPU clock speeds 

were obtained, until a physical limit was 

reached. 

Development didn’t stop there, and in order 

to realize faster processing throughput, 

parallel architectures were developed. 

Single computer systems with many 

“processor cores”.  

I like to think of 3D printing as going through a similar evolution: prototyping and short run 3D printers are 

similar to the super-computers of old.  

Another major issue with printing patterns with multiple printers is that of unit-to-unit and part-to-part 

variations. Using closed-loop approaches at every step of the manufacturing process enable consistent 

parts to be produced. 

Figure 3. 2x Knee Implant Patterns – Time ~44 min 

Figure 2. 2x Knee Implant Patterns – Time ~44 min 
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As shown in Figure 3 above, new printing technologies are enabling much faster print speeds for investment 

casting pattern production, however in order to really enable true production the speed needed has to be 

much faster than 2 parts in 44 minutes shown above! Why do printers need automation if a print takes 

many hours to complete? 

As per the analogy above, we tested the notion of parallelizing the print process enabling a staggered 

printing approach realizing an effective print speed of 8 minutes and 38 seconds per pair of knee patterns 

(see Figure 4 below).  

Why is this important? Production is only going to be as fast as the slowest component in the manufacturing 

flow. We believe that one of the targets for Hybrid IC is to have a print system that produces patterns, 

ready to be assembled on a tree with no post processing at the same cadence as the foundry shell building 

cycle.  

This is not as trivial as it may initially 

seem. A holistic approach is required to 

take into account all necessary steps to 

get a ‘ready to cast’ part. 

This includes the following: 

• Multiple high-speed print engines. 

• New resin developments. 

• Automated Part Handling. 

• Automated Resin Handling. 

• Automated Post Processing. 

• Automated QA. 

• An Additive Centric Workflow 

Management System.  

Material Innovations 
Conventional printed patterns is a proven method for prototypes or short production runs but have a 

number of issues: Printed wax can be very delicate when support material is removed, this makes them 

tricky to measure with accuracy defects only evident after casting. Resin patterns have great handleability 

but are normally difficult to burn out.  

Intrepid has been able to create a happy medium between 

these needs and has demonstrated promise with a new 

material for investment casting that is accurate, durable and 

antimony free. When paired with burn out improvements (as 

described in the technical paper by Tom Mueller – ICI 2019) it 

can enable significantly cleaner and faster burnout for 3D 

printed patterns. 

We started with existing available materials and the result is 

shown in the bottom left crucible of (Figure 5). After a few 

iterations we developed a material that resulted in the results 

on top right.  

Figure 4. 14 Knee Implant Patterns – Staggered prints result in a tray every 8 minutes 48 seconds 

Figure 5. Multiple burn out tests showing residue vs clean 
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Reults are further validated by real castings (Figure 6). Notice 

the stark difference between the complete and incomplete 

burn out. 

As per “Stereolithography and other RP&M Technologies 

author Dr Paul F. Jacobs” – “cross-linked photopolymers 

NEVER melt.  They may weaken at elevated temperatures, but 

they do not melt, although of course, at sufficiently high 

temperatures they will burn.” 

Our formulations are based on fundamental understanding of 

polymer “structure property relationships” (SPRs) for specific 

material sets. The SPRs are very important to establish the 

optimal interplay between physical strength and mechanical 

properties under burnout conditions. (Figure 6a-c 

demonstrate the result from one such test). 

 

Automation of Processes 
Batch vs Continuous printing is a complex topic, with specific part geometry, build orientation and part 

size all playing a role in build rate and ultimately per part cost. For production, an optimum balance is 

required between all these factors to make true production real. 

Intrepid believes a continuous, automated solution is required that closes the loop on part quality during 

the printing AND post processing. 

It starts with automatic part layout, and geometry pre-processing followed by the assignment to a 

trackable, robotically interfaced manufacturing fixture. That fixture follows the part(s) not only through the 

digital to physical steps but post-processing, inspection, and final packaging too. This allows normally 

manual steps such as measurement, support removal and other secondary and tertiary processes to be 

automated. 

It also creates a break away from current 3D Printing limitations, printing can run continuously with little 

down time vs the current ‘overnight’ printing approaches prevalent today. Parts that could be affixed to 

trees and cast aren’t ‘trapped’ inside a large batch-based printer. Unstaffed hours can now be productive 

too. 

 

Figure 7b. 3 minutes Figure 7a. 1 minute  Figure 7c. 5 minutes 

Figure 6. Clean shells vs Residue 
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Control and Auditability though IIOT 
The manufacturing fixture described previously has unprecedented auditability throughout the whole 

process (even manual steps). But it doesn’t stop there.  

The same closed loop trackable approach is used for downstream processes too. 

Imagine for example, a shell building system or burnout oven with many key controls and parameters that 

have a direct impact on casting quality. What if any one of these systems changes? Or fails slightly? 

“What if the slurry tank stirring rate falls by 10%?” 

“What if the temperature of the slurry changes affecting viscosity?” 

“What if oxygen content or temperature in the burn out oven is not optimal?” 

These potential variations led Intrepid 

to develop small system that enables us 

to “make dumb equipment smart”. 

Internally we call this asset “element” 

(see Figure 8). 

Element was developed for internal use 

in order to create a data stream from 

anything that could have an effect on 

part quality. 

Ambient temperature in the factory? 

Relative humidity? Air pressure in the 

factory? Duty cycle of compressors? 

etc. 

Element allows us to quantify these 

variances and build an audit trail that 

ultimately links these potential 

variations to a particular part produced 

by the factory. 

The ultimate aim here is to use data as a tool to optimize process steps enabling faster cycle times and 

decreased cost per part. It also can enable failure prediction reducing the chance of “line down” issues. 

Things get especially interesting when “element” can be used to control systems too (instead of just 

consuming data). 

 

 

 

 

Figure 8. Element Box, Industrial Components for gaining telemetry on other factory systems. 
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Conclusion and Next Steps 
In order for Hybrid IC to become more prevalent, multiple complex innovations are required across many 

disciplines in order to solve the key pain points of 3D patterns. From print speed, to post processing as well 

as developing a more wax like flow. Please see (Figure 9) for reference. Of particular note here is the 

combined “Burnout and Pre-Heat” step that could significantly close the gap between conventional and 3D 

printed wax, and resin or thermoplastic type patterns. (Please see Tom Mueller’s Paper from ICI Conference 

2019 on Air Injection for Fast Burnout). 

 

Further cost and time savings are possible by applying full automation to the steps outlined in Figure 9 in 

combination with IIOT methods and a data driven workflows to enable custom and optimized paths through 

the process to be defined. 

Intrepid has immensely enjoyed interfacing with the ICI, their foundry members and other affiliate partners 

and looks forward to continuing along the path of disruption to enable new ways of making things to 

become mainstream. We’d especially like to thank Sonny Tran from Fenico Precision Castings and the whole 

ICI family for their continued support and encouragement over the last few years. 
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Figure 9. Variations to the normal investment casting process required for printed patterns. 


